Hale Kipa Opens New Headquarters, Launches Rebranding During 50th Year

Hale Kipa held a grand opening ceremony for its new multi-purpose Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Hale Kipa Youth Services Center in West Oahu on March 12. Staff, community members, legislators and other invited guests celebrated with a formal blessing, donor and partner recognition, and tour. Located on 4.28 acres along Old Fort Weaver Road in Ewa, Hale Kipa formally broke ground on the center in December 2018. It will serve as the agency's headquarters and consolidate many programs and operations to improve services, reduce costs and build a sense of place in West Oahu. / More
The actual 50th Anniversary of Hale Kipa’s Incorporation took place on January 26, 2020. That is somewhat ironic since January of 2020 was also the month that the agency began to occupy its new Harry and Jeannette Weinberg Hale Kipa Youth Services Center on Old Fort Weaver Road. The 50th Anniversary celebration is the recognition of the contributions and commitments of so many since Hale Kipa was first started in 1970, and in that sense, it marks the end of a chapter. The move to Old Fort Weaver Road represents the beginning of a new chapter.
March is National Social Work Month

Each March social workers are celebrated across the U.S. during Social Work Month. This year the theme is “Social Workers: Generations Strong.” According to the National Association of Social Workers, March is an opportunity for social workers across the country to highlight the important contributions they make to our communities. The U.S. has nearly 800,000 social workers confronting some of our most challenging issues facing individuals, communities and society. We are proud to have a dedicated staff of social workers who are helping people to reach their full potential and improving the lives of Hawaii’s at-risk youth every day. Mahalo for everything you do. / More
Michael Magaoay has served on Hale Kipa’s board for nearly a decade. He has more than four decades of experience in various engineering disciplines, as well as serving for 10 years in the State House of Representatives for District 46. Michael discusses how his business and legislative background have shaped his time on the board, and what the future holds for Hale Kipa as the organization enters its 50th year and moves into a new headquarters on Old Fort Weaver Road in West Oahu. / More
Hale Kipa Raises Nearly $100,000 at Paʻina

On Feb. 22, 2020, nearly 140 attendees gathered at the Hoʻokupu Center in Kewalo Basin Park to enjoy a special evening of entertainment, cuisine and a silent auction at Hale Kipa’s paʻina fundraising event. Dinner included Hawaii-inspired dishes created by Chef Eddie Mafnas and students in the Kupu Culinary and Life 360 Programs. / More
Hale Kipa Receives $20,000 Grant from the Chan Zuckerberg Kauaʻi Community Fund

Hale Kipa recently received a $20,000 grant from the Chan Zuckerberg Kauaʻi Community Fund of the Hawaiʻi Community Foundation. “Mark and I are proud to support Hale Kipa’s work to ensure Kauaʻi’s young people enter adulthood with the confidence, skills, and knowledge to succeed. We look forward to continuing to contribute to this community that means so much to us,” said Dr. Priscilla Chan. The grant will support Hale Kipa’s services for at-risk youth on Kauaʻi through its locations in Lihuʻe, Kapaʻa and Waimea. / More
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**Mahalo to Our Generous Donors**

Mahalo to our generous donors, who have made helping Hawaii’s youth and young adults a priority, regardless of where they reside. As a nonprofit organization, we rely on your generosity. Your gift helps us provide vital services to hundreds of youth and families each year. Gifts from the following donors were made in October, November, December and January:

**Monetary gifts:** Aaron Masuoka • Aiea United Methodist Church • Aileen Hiramatsu • Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. • Alexander Schumacker • Alice Lachman • Amazon Smile Foundation • Andy Kastenberg • Anne Hyde • Annie Sinclair Knudsen Memorial Fund of the Hawai‘i Community Foundation • Bank of Hawai‘i • Big Island Delights • Brian Grieves • Business Solution Technologies • Camilla Albert • Carl Arakaki • Carl Ohashi & Lianne Iwanaga-Ohashi • Carmen Di Amore-Siah • Catherine Lowenberg • Central Pacific Bank • Chan Zuckerberg Kauai Community Fund • Charles Howland • Christopher & Melissa Benjamin • City Mill Company, Ltd. / Chung Kun Ai Foundation • Clayton Kamida • Clint & Suzy Churchill • Colleen Lawrence • Darryl & Patricia Lee • Dawn Hirayama • Derek & Charlotte Trotter • Donna Gomi • Douglas & Gale McNish • Drs Raquel & Russell Hicks • Elena Fragas • Elizabeth Rice Grossman • Elizabeth Ruze • Erin Kahunawai Wright • Eve Anderson • Ewa Beach Community Fund of the Hawai‘i Community Foundation • First Hawaiian Bank • Foodland Super Market, Ltd. • Glenn & Lynne Ebisui • Gregory & Anita Mueller • Gregory Sitar • H. Murray Hohns Associates • Harvey Rackmil • Hawaii Community Foundation • Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO) • Heidi Rian • Helen MacNeil & Patrick McFadden • HEMIC • Integrated Packaging, LLC • Irma Hinazumi • James Cribley • Jay & Beverly Shintaku • Jeannie Hedberg • Jeffrey & Lynn Watanabe • Joey Miyamoto • John & Charmaine Aeto • Jon Polkoff • Jonathan & Haesun Morse • Judith Goldman • Judy Pyle & Wayne Pitluck • Katie Bennett • Kauai United Way • Kellie Hines • Kelly Churchill • Kenneth Warren Aronowitz • Lanson Kupau • Len Jaffe & Miles Shiratori • Leslie Ann Kawamoto • Liliuokalani Trust • Margret Murchison • Marie Kunimura • Marilyn & Douglas Ushijima • Marisa Kent • Marisla Fund of the Hawai‘i Community Foundation • Mark & Susan Burden • Marsh USA, Inc. • Maureen Ballard • Meyer and Ann Washofsky • Michael & Judy Pietsch • Michael & Margie Durant • Michael Akana • Michael Broderick & Maile Meyer • Michael Magaoay • Michael Roberts • Miriam Sharma • Momi Cazimero • Morton Nemiroff • Movie Museum • Peter & Lee Carson • Murray & Linley Chapman • Nicole Chapman • Patricia Schnack • Paul Nakagawa • Philip & Gerry Ching • Raegan Cordero • Randolph
Moore • Regina Kaulukukui • Rev. Bil & Anne Aulenbach • Rev. Samuel Cox & Rev. Babs Ripple • Richard & Bobbie Ubersax • Richard & Stephanie Sakoda • Ricky Takemoto, CPA, LLC • Robert & Andrea Snyder • Robert Emens Black Fund of the Hawai‘i Community Foundation • Robert Sotelo • Rotary Club of Ala Moana • Royal Contracting Co., Ltd. • Ruhstorfer Family • Sacred Hearts Academy • Sandra Toorinjian • Scott Seu & Carrie Okinaga • Servpac, Inc. • Sharon Twigg-Smith • Sterling Yee • Steven Levinson & Catherine Izumi Levinson • Susan Deuber • Susan Shieh Wright • Tamiko Delos Santos • Tanya & Paul Alston • Teresa & Chris Hinnerichs • The Shidler Group • Thomas Carson • United Methodist Women - First United Methodist Church • UnitedHealthcare • USAA • Valerie Trotter • Vanessa Damato • Vanessa Soriano • Virginia Hinshaw • Virginia Weinman • Wendie McAllaster • Zachary McNish & Kilikina Mahi • Zonta Club of Kauai • Anonymous

**In-kind gifts:** AIA Honolulu • Assistance League Hawaii • Associa Hawaii • Brent Takita • Burt’s Union Service • Charlotte Lu • Derek Kanehira • Family Empowerment Center • Hawaii Alpha Delta Kappa Zeta Chapter • Ivy Barcenilla • Judy Simons • Kim Claucherty • Kona Ice Kapolei - Ewa Beach • Mark Ayers • Michael Wong • Omizu Architecture Inc. • Ricky Takemoto • Ruth Shima • Sacred Hearts Academy • Sheri-Ann Lau Clark • Shinshu Kyokai Buddhist Temple • Shiro’s Saimin Haven • The Au Family • The Friends of the Children Justice Center of Maui

It's easy to support Hawaii’s youth and young adults through Hale Kipa. Set up automatic monthly gifts by clicking [here](#).

[Support Hale Kipa](#)
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Hale Kipa, Inc. is a multi-service, fully accredited 501(c)(3) nonprofit agency that specializes in working with at-risk youth and their families. You are receiving this newsletter because you are an important member of the Hale Kipa ohana. **We appreciate your continued support.**